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Abstract: We study the optimization of the initial state, route (a permutation of indices), and track in
an extremal problem connected with visiting a finite system of megalopolises subject to precedence constraints
where the travel cost functions may depend on the set of (pending) tasks. This problem statement is exemplified
by the task to dismantle a system of radiating elements in case of emergency, such as the Chernobyl or Fukushima
nuclear disasters. We propose a solution based on a parallel algorithm, which was implemented on the Uran
supercomputer. It consists of a two-stage procedure: stage one determines the value (extremum) function
over the set of all possible initial states and finds its minimum and also the point where it is achieved. This
point is viewed as a base of the optimal process, which is constructed at stage two. Thus, optimization of the
starting point for the route through megalopolises, connected with conducting certain internal tasks there, is an
important element of the solution. To this end, we employ the apparatus of the broadly understood dynamic
programming with elements of parallel structure during the construction of Bellman function layers.
Key words: Dynamic programming, Route, Sequencing, Precedence constraints, Parallel computation.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider an additive routing problem aimed at applications in nuclear power
generation: the intention is to decrease the exposure of power plant staff to radiation during
a sequence of work-related activities. The considered problem features precedence constraints,
multiple variants of movements, and travel cost functions that could depend on the set of pending
tasks. The mentioned features of the statement stem from the peculiarities of the actual engineering
problem, which exhibits a qualitative difference from its prototype, the well-known intractable
traveling salesman problem (TSP); see [1–6]. In a series of papers, the authors have developed
solution methods based on dynamic programming (DP) combined with parallel computations, see
[7–12] et al. Here, we consider the statement where, in addition to a solution in the form of a
route-track pair, one also has to choose the starting point (the base) for the process of movements.
We found out that the DP-based procedure used in [7–11] could be used just as well to solve such
an “expanded” problem (see also the monograph [13], connected with issues of decreasing staff
exposure to radiation during a sequence of operations).
1. General notation and definitions
We use the quantifiers and logical connectives; ∅ denotes the empty set and
△
= denotes the
equality by definition. To arbitrary objects α and β, assign the set {α;β} that contains α and β and
them only. If x is an object, then {x}
△
= {x;x} is the singleton that contains x. A set is an object,
1This work was supported by Russian Science Foundation (project no. 14-11-00109).
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of these objects; y is the first and z is the second element of this OP. To every OP z, assign the











is the triple of these
objects, constructed as an OP with the first element (a, b) and the second element c.
To every set S, assign the family P(S) of all its subsets; P ′(S)
△
= P(S) \ {∅}; and Fin(S) is the
family of all finite sets from P ′(S). The family Fin(S) consists of the finite nonempty subsets of S
and them only. To nonempty sets A and B, assign the nonempty set BA of all mappings from A
to B (see [14, p. 70]); for g ∈ BA and C ∈ P(A), in the form g1(C)
△
= {g(x) : x ∈ C} ∈ P(B), we
have the image of C under g; g1(C) 6= ∅ when C 6= ∅. If A, B, and C are three nonempty sets,
then [15, p. 5] A×B×C
△
= (A×B)×C; if, in addition, D is a nonempty set and h ∈ DA×B×C , then,
for x ∈ A×B and y ∈ C, we have (x, y) ∈ A×B ×C and the value h(x, y) ∈ D of the mapping h







= {1; 2; . . .}; set N0
△
= {0} ∪ N and p, q
△
= {j ∈ N0| (p 6 j)&(j 6 q)} ∀p ∈ N0
∀q ∈ N0 (if k ∈ N0, l ∈ N0, and l < k, then k, l = ∅). To every nonempty finite set K assign
its cardinality |K| ∈ N and the nonempty set (bi)[K] of all bijections of the integer interval 1, |K|
onto K; |∅|
△
= 0. By R we denote the real line; R+
△
= {ξ ∈ R| 0 6 ξ}; and R+[T ], where T is a





Fix a nonempty set X and some X0 ∈ Fin(X); the points X0 are viewed as admissible starting
points. Let N ∈ N, N > 2,
M1 ∈ Fin(X), . . . ,MN ∈ Fin(X),
and let M1 ∈ P
′(M1 ×M1), . . . ,MN ∈ P
′(MN ×MN ); assume
(X0 ∩ Mj = ∅ ∀j ∈ 1, N )&(Mp ∩ Mq = ∅ ∀p ∈ 1, N ∀q ∈ 1, N \ {p})
and set P
△
= (bi)[1, N ]. Consider the processes
(x(0) = x0 ∈ X0) → (x
(1)
1 ∈ Mα(1)  x
(1)
2 ∈ Mα(1)) → . . .
→ (x
(N)












2 ) ∈ Mα(N). The permutation α
determines the route, that is, the sequence the megalopolises are visited in while z1, . . . , zN de-
termines the track of these visits; x0 is the initial state. A complete solution (see (2.1)) is a
tuple (x0, α, z1, . . . , zN ), to be determined. The choice of α ∈ P may be restricted by precedence
constraints; to describe them, fix
K ∈ P(1, N × 1, N),
that is, the set of OPs known as “address pairs” (see [7–11, 13]); the case K = ∅ denotes the
absence of precedence constraints. Assume that
∀K0 ∈ P












∀z ∈ K} ∈ P ′(P), (2.2)
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; then, X ∈ Fin(X). Denote
by Z the set of all tuples (zi)i∈0,N : 0, N → X×X, that is, Z
△





= {z ∈ Z|
(




z(t) ∈ Mα(t) ∀t ∈ 1, N
)
} ∈ Fin(Z). (2.3)
Therefore, for x0 ∈ X0, in the form
D̃[x0]
△
= {(α, z) ∈ A× Z| z ∈ Zα[x
0]} ∈ Fin(A× Z),
we have a (nonempty finite) set of feasible solutions (FS) of the problem with the fixed initial state.
Next, let us note that
D
△
= {(α, z, x) ∈ A× Z×X0| (α, z) ∈ D̃[x]} ∈ Fin(A× Z×X0) (2.4)
is viewed as the set of all FSs of the complete problem.
Consider the following transportation cost functions. Let N
△
= P ′(1, N ); c ∈ R+[X × X ×N];
and let c1 ∈ R+[X× X×N], . . . , cN ∈ R+[X× X×N], f ∈ R+[X]. In terms of the tuple
(c, c1, . . . , cN , f),
































thus, to each FS (α, z, x0) ∈ D, we assign the value Cα[z] ∈ R+, which does not explicitly depend
on x0 (x0 affects the choice of z). Like in [7–11], for x0 ∈ X0, let us introduce the problem
Cα[z] −→ min, (α, z) ∈ D̃[x
0], (2.6)





= {(α0, z0) ∈ D̃[x
0]|Cα0 [z0] = V [x0]} ∈ Fin(D̃[x
0]). (2.7)
In addition, we have the following complete problem






Cα[z] ∈ R+ (2.9)
and a (nonempty) set
SOL
△
= {(α0, z0, x0) ∈ D|Cα0 [z
0] = V} ∈ Fin(D).
In connection with (2.8), it is also of interest to consider the problem
V [x] −→ min, x ∈ X0; (2.10)
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(2.10) is the problem of optimizing the starting point, which is of some interest in itself. Indeed,
if (2.10) is solved, we get V (2.9) and the point x0 ∈ X0 such that V is achieved by V [x0]. One
could construct heuristics (when necessitated by the problem’s dimension) for solving (2.6), compare









To solve the problems of the form (2.6), one can use the broadly understood DP in the spirit
of [7–11, 13]; here, we consider these procedures in their algorithmic form (see [11, 16]).
3. Dynamic programming in starting point optimization problem
This section serves to adapt the DP procedure from papers [7–11, 13, 16] to the needs of
solving problem (2.10). To this end, let us introduce the crossing-out operator I, which acts in N:
for K ∈ N, assume
I(K)
△
= K \ {pr2(z) : z ∈ Ξ[K]}, (3.1)
where Ξ[K]
△








} (note that I({t}) = {t} for t ∈ 1, N ). In terms
of I (3.1), let us introduce the family
C
△









of feasible (task) sets and its subfamilies Cs
△
= {K ∈ C| s = |K|} ∀s ∈ 1, N . Note that
CN = {1, N} and Cs−1 = {K \ {t} : K ∈ Cs, t ∈ I(K)} ∀s ∈ 2, N (we have (see [16]) a re-
currence procedure for constructing C1, . . . ,CN ). For K1
△
= {pr1(z) : z ∈ K}, we have the equality
C1 =
{













Consider the construction of layers of the state space, that is, the layers of the set X × P(1, N ).
To this end, first, denote by M̃ the union of all the sets Mt, t ∈ 1, N \K1; then, set
D0
△
= {(x, ∅) : x ∈ M̃}.
In addition, set DN
△
= {(x, 1, N ) : x ∈ X0}; D0 and DN are the boundary state space layers.
Constructing intermediary layers. If s ∈ 1, N − 1 and K ∈ Cs, then let us define, in a
sequential fashion, the three sets
Js(K)
△









= {(x,K) : x ∈ Ms[K]}.
(3.3)
In view of (3.3), for s ∈ 1, N − 1, let Ds be the union of all the sets Ds[K], K ∈ Cs; then,
∅ 6= Ds ⊂ X× Cs.
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In view of the definitions of D0 and DN , we see that, in particular, (Ds)s∈0,N is a tuple of
subsets of X× P(1, N ). Thus we obtain the state space layers. Let us now define the functions
v0 ∈ R+[D0], v1 ∈ R+[D1], . . . , vN ∈ R+[DN ]
in a sequential fashion. Set v0(x, ∅)
△
= f(x) ∀x ∈ M̃; thus, we obtain v0.

























This implements the recurrence procedure v0 → v1 → . . . → vN .
Proposition 3.1. If x0 ∈ X0, then vN (x
0, 1, N ) = V [x0].
P r o o f. Fix x0 ∈ X0, which implies x0 ∈ X. Consider problem (2.6). The way of solving this
problem is described, in particular, in [16]; in the same paper, there are also constructed the feasible
task set families C,C1, . . . ,CN similar to those mentioned in the beginning of the section. Based on
that (in [16]), state space layers D0,D1, . . . ,DN , similar to D0,D1, . . . ,DN (see, in particular, (3.3)
and [16, Section 4]), are constructed. There is a difference only for DN and DN : here, we have
DN = X
0 × {1, N} = {(x, 1, N ) : x ∈ X0},
whereas, in [16], DN = {(x
0, 1, N )}, whence DN ⊂ DN . Next, the construction of v0, v1, . . . , vN−1
in [16, Section 4] and in the present section is the same (see, in particular, (3.4) and [16, Proposi-
tion 4.1]). Therefore, in particular, vN−1 matches that of [16, Section 4]. At the same time, V [x
0]
matches V [16, (3.18)]. Thus, in accordance with [16, (4.12)],









+cj(z, 1, N ) + vN−1
(





pr2(z̃), 1, N \ {j}
)
∈ DN−1 for j ∈ I(1, N ) and z̃ ∈ Mj. However, (x
0, 1, N ) ∈ DN , thus, in
the right-hand side of (3.5), we have (see (3.4)) vN (x
0, 1, N ), which completes the proof. 
From Proposition 3.1, we see that problem (2.10) takes the following form:
vN (x, 1, N ) −→ min, x ∈ X
0. (3.6)
In (3.6), we have an exhaustive search for the minimum of the function vN (·, 1, N ) over the finite
set X0. In this connection, we propose the following algorithm for solving problem (2.10).
4. Algorithm for optimization of starting point
Algorithm 4.1.
(1) In terms of f , define the function v0.
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(2) If s ∈ 1, N and the function vs−1 have been constructed already, conduct the transformation
vs−1 → vs based on (3.4).
(3) After vs has been constructed through the rule (3.4), the values of the function vs−1 are erased
and replaced by the values of the function vs (the Bellman function layers are overwritten).
(4) After the function vN has been constructed, solve the problem (3.6): determine V and the
minimum of the function vN (·, 1, N ), which has the form
x 7−→ vN (x, 1, N ) : X
0 → R+.
As noted before, the solution of problem (2.10) could be used to test the heuristics, which are
to be employed on larger problem instances.
Coming back to the problem (2.8), note that the aforementioned algorithm (which admits a
natural analogy with [16]) must be modified: the layers v1, . . . , vN will have to be retained in the
computer’s memory. We also have to select the point x0 ∈ X0 that is a solution of problem (2.10),
that is, V [x0] = V. Next, use the algorithm [16, Section 4] (see also [17, § 7], where a slightly more
general statement was considered). The logic of constructions here follows that of [7–11, 13].
To construct an optimal solution after the optimal starting point has been found — the pair
of a route and a track — we use the algorithm [16, Section 4] (see also [7, 11]). In this case, we
have to retain in the computer’s memory all the layers of the corresponding (to the found starting
point) “part” of the Bellman function. At this stage, it is also possible to repeat the construction
of the layers of the mentioned “part” that corresponds to the solution of problem (3.6). We omit
this construction and refer the reader to [7, 16, 19] for details.
Using the independent computations scheme. Returning to problem (3.6), note that its
most significant step — the construction of the Bellman function layers — is conducted through the
independent computations scheme (see papers [17, 18]), which transfers to problem (3.6) without
significant modifications because the actual object of construction in [17, 18] (and also [9, 11]) is
the function vN−1. Thus, we omit the theoretical description of the independent computations
scheme in the spirit of [17, 18], and the parallel algorithm itself is only briefly described in con-
nection with its software implementation for a supercomputer. The differences with [17, 18] only
appear in the final computations of the form (3.5) (in [17, 18], a single computation was required,
whereas, for problem (3.6), the number of computations matches the number of elements in the
set X0). A version of parallel implementation as described in [17, 18] can be used both for solving
problem (2.10), (3.6) (when the Bellman function layers get overwritten, see step (1)–(4) of the
Algorithm 4.1), and in subsequent construction of the optimal solution in the form of a route-track
pair “tied” to the minimum of problem (3.6). Following [17, 18], we distribute the sets from CN−1
between the nodes, creating thus a finite collection of independent computation procedures; these
procedures could, in part, overlap (the layers Ds, s ∈ 1, N − 1 are covered by the “individual” state
space layers, which do not normally reduce to a partition; the systems of individual layers, each
connected with a fixed set K ∈ CN−1, denote the “theaters” of the corresponding nodes). Each
of the mentioned computational procedures yields a “part” (to be more precise, a restriction to a
nonempty subset of DN−1) of the function vN−1.
Application to a dismantling problem. One natural version of the general statement
can be connected with the problem of dismantling, one by one, in a sequence, a finite system of
radiating elements. The goal is to minimize the total radiation dose incurred by a staff member, by
means of selecting the starting point, the route (in the form of a permutation of indices), and the
actual trajectory. In this special case, problem (2.10), (3.6) has the following sense: namely, where
specifically should the agent (or a crew) be brought to minimize the total radiation dose in view
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of the subsequent optimization of the route and track. At the same time, technology-determined
precedence constraints have to be satisfied, and the travel costs present a rather complicated form
of dependence on the set of tasks that have not been completed yet at the time of travel. Let us
now discuss one fragment of the construction of the mentioned function.
Cost function. Assume that, on a plane, there are given the points x and y, x 6= y; consider
the travel from x to y assuming the set K ∈ Fin(X), where X = R×R, is formed by the radiation
sources that are have not been dismantled yet. Then, the radiation dose c(x, y,K) ∈ R+ for the
mentioned motion is obtained by summing the values c(x, y, {z}) ∈ R+ for z ∈ K. Each single
value c(x, y, {u}), for some u ∈ K, has, in the “regular” case, the following form:






Here ρ denotes the Euclidean distance in X; γu ∈ R+, γu 6= 0, is the coefficient that determines
the intensity of the source u ∈ K; the travel time T is uniquely determined by the distance ρ(x, y)
given a travel speed (the latter is fixed); and
t 7−→ wt : [0, T ] → X
is the specific (rectilinear, in our case) trajectory of the motion. The “regularity” mentioned in
discussion of the use of (4.1) has the following sense: the point u is assumed to not to belong to
the interval [x; y]
△
= {αx + (1 − α)y : α ∈ [0, 1]}. In absence of this regularity, the cost of travel
from x to y is defined as a sufficiently large penalty constant. In definitions of the interior jobs,
we follow the convention [11, Section 6] in determining the dose incurred by the agent during the
local motion from the entry point (into the near zone of the radiation source; a megalopolis is its
discretization) to the source itself; it is assumed that during the subsequent return travel to the
exit point (from the near zone) there is no radiation from this source since it has been dismantled.
This scheme is described in detail in [19, Section 4].
We use construction of [20, Section 6] for c, c1, . . . , cN . In connection with the construction of
c we use [20, (6.17), (6.20), (6.39)]. For construction of c1, . . . , cN , we use [20, (6.39)]. Of course,
in [20, (6.17), 6.20), (6.39)], impact of the single source is considered. The function f is supposed
identically equal zero. We recall also constructions of [21].
5. Software implementation and computational experiment
In this section, we describe the practical implementation of the procedure that constructs the
Bellman function layers through independent computations by computational nodes and optimizes
the starting point. Let us start by considering the implementation of the independent computations
scheme. Assume that each layer connected with K ∈ CN−1 is processed by several computational
cores that share RAM. These cores together are called a computational node of the cluster; the
latter is thus a union of computational nodes.
Data storage. Let us consider data storage on a single node of the cluster. For every set
of objective points K, we may have to store the shortest paths set (SPS) (that is, the Bellman
function layers) that pass through this set. Every shortest path in SPS differs from other paths
in this SPS by its starting point and is the shortest among all other paths with the same starting
point. An SPS may theoretically have as many paths as the cardinality of the corresponding
set K, however, normally, there are less since not every point of this set can be initial in view of
precedence constraints. In accordance with this, we store SPS in a hash table, with the aim of
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decreasing memory usage compared with an array. The key of the hash table is the bit mask of the
set, where, if a bit at position i is set, then the point i is present in this set.
Main algorithm. The main node reads the input data from a file, which describes the objective
sets that must be visited, the set of starting points, and the address pairs (precedence constraints).
Next, the main node constructs the family
CN−1 = {1, N \ {t} : t ∈ I(1, N )},
every element of which is a cardinality N − 1 set. The sets K ∈ CN−1 are distributed between the
nodes through the MPI protocol. Every node has k computational cores with shared RAM. At the
node connected with the set K ∈ CN−1, the Bellman function layers are shared between the cores
in a uniform way. There is no exchange of data between the cores because the RAM is shared by
all of them; the fragments of state space and the Bellman function layers are distributed between
the cores of a single node through the OpenMP library. Then, in a parallel mode that conforms
to the theoretical scheme [17, 18], which was implemented in [11] (see also [9, 10] for one-element
megalopolises), the layers v1, . . . , vN−1 of the “whole” (suitable for all the initial states from X
0)
of the Bellman function are computed. After that, a relatively simple optimization procedure for
vN (x, 1, N ),
x ∈ X0, is conducted, in the spirit of (3.5). This yields the grobal extremum V and the point
x0 ∈ X0 with the property
V [x0] = V. (5.1)
When an optimal solution in the form of a route-track pair is required, in addition to vN−1, it
is necessary to store all the Bellman function layers, which were determined by the main algorithm
(when only the global extremum V and optimal initial state x0 with property (5.1) are required, it
is not necessary to store the mentioned Bellman function layers; it will suffice to have a procedure
for constructing only the single layer vN−1 permitting the intermediary layers to be overwritten).
Thus, assume v0, v1, . . . , vN−1 are known. Then, the main node constructs the optimal route for
the flow where V [x0] = V by means of finding the local extrema in a way similar to [7, 16, 19].
Computational experiment. In this section, we describe the solution of the routing problem
on plane on the Uran supercomputer. The travel cost function is assumed to depend on the set of
pending tasks; it is determined through relations similar to (4.1) (see also [20]); the function f is
assumed to be zero since after all the megalopolises are visited and the corresponded interior jobs
consisting of dismantling the radiating elements are conducted, the cost of return to base will be
zero (since there is nothing to radiate anymore). Let us consider the case where the number of
megalopolises is 48, i. e., N = 48 (in [11] a solution is given for the case of a significantly smaller
dimension: it was assumed there N = 30 and N = 31). The megalopolises are contained inside
circles on the plane. Thus, let the megalopolises, which imitate the entry and exit points to the
spaces with radiation sources, be obtained by discretizing the circles (the boundaries of the near
zones): on every circle, there are 30 equally spaced (in view of the angular distance). To every
megalopolis, we assign a point object that imitates the radiation source in the space the megalopo-
lis describes. The set of admissible starting points X0 consists of 10 elements. In our example,
the set K contains 45 address pairs that define the precedence constraints. Let this set have the
following address pairs:
(38,45) (42,24) (22,7) (23,26) (32,17) (46,31) (34,8) (4,24) (17,8) (3,45) (0,26) (31,7) (3,20) (2,28)
(18,47) (5,40) (36,25) (20,9) (7,6) (47,32) (46,40) (28,8) (33,5) (26,5) (0,34) (43,35) (9,27) (1,2)
(1,37) (0,31) (7,23) (23,28) (39,31) (24,29) (17,45) (44,6) (29,11) (32,25) (2,14) (2,20) (15,36) (37,46)
(21,10) (35,45) (12,37),
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Figure 1. Route and track for visiting 48 megalopolises.
where the first argument specifies the sender and the second argument specifies the receiver. To
verify the theoretical construction in practice, we implemented it in C++ for the Uran supercom-
puter. The program works under a 64-bit Linux operating system. The computational experiment
was conducted on the nodes of the Uran cluster with the following characteristics:
two six-core Intel Xeon X5675 (3.07GHz) processors
192 GB RAM
2 × 12 MB Level 2 cache
8 Tesla M2090 GPUs (6 GB Global Memory)
400 GB local hard disk drive
The experiment used 20 cluster nodes, each of which had 12 cores. Thus, our practical im-
plementation used 240 computational cores. The computations resulted in the starting point,
route and track, see Fig. 1. The following results were obtained: V = 1.417074 (extremum of
the problem); the computation time was 15.772 seconds; the maximum RAM usage for a single
computational node was 26.246 MB.
In a separate computational experiment, we considered the same problem with only 20 points
per megalopolis (recall that those are viewed as exit/entry points into the facility associated with
the megalopolis), equally spaced (with respect to angular distance). The following results were
obtained: V = 1.4208160 (extremum of the problem); the computation time was 13.256 seconds;
the maximum RAM usage for a single computational node was 24.523 MB.
One could note that as the number of cities per megalopolis decreases, the extremum of the
problem increases somewhat; this may be connected with the fact that in the second case there are
fewer possible tracks, which, in its turn, makes the result worse.
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In Fig. 1, the squares denote the admissible starting points. Transparent circles denote the
cities in the megalopolises. Filled circles denote the entry and exit points of the megalopolises and
the radiation sources inside them.
6. Computation with application of greedy algorithm
In this section we consider the solution of our basic problem by greedy algorithm similar to
[33, Section 6] (in connection with construction of optimal algorithm on the base of DP, we note
[7, 16, 19]). Now, we note only brief scheme of the clear greedy algorithm.
Namely, we fix x0 ∈ X0, suppose z(0)
△
= (x0, x0), and consider the problem
c(x0,pr1(z), 1, N ) + cj(z, 1, N ) −→ min, j ∈ I(1, N ), z ∈ Mj. (6.1)
Now, we choose j1 ∈ I(1, N ) and z
(1) ∈ Mj1 for which
c(x0,pr1(z
(1)), 1, N ) + cj1(z














Then, we obtain that
(pr2(z
(1)), 1, N \ {j1}) ∈ DN−1
Now, we have the above-mentioned position. Consider the problem
c(pr2(z
(1)),pr1(z), 1, N \ {j1}) + cj(z, 1, N \ {j1}) −→ min, j ∈ I(1, N \ {j1}), z ∈ Mj.
We choose j2 ∈ I(1, N \ {j1}) and z
(2) ∈ Mj2 for which
c(pr2(z
(1)),pr1(z
(2)), 1, N \ {j1}) + cj2(z









(1)),pr1(z), 1, N \ {j1}
)




Then, we obtain the next inclusion
(pr2(z
(2)), 1, N \ {j1; j2}) ∈ DN−2
The further construction are realized similar to (6.2) and (6.3) up to exhaustion of all list 1, N . We
obtain two next finite processions
(jk)k∈1,N : 1, N −→ 1, N,
(z(k))k∈0,N : 0, N −→ X× X.
In addition, i[x0]
△
= (jk)k∈1,N ∈ A and (z
(k))k∈0,N ∈ Zi[x0][x
0]. Of course, the value
Ci[x0][(z
(k))k∈0,N ] ∈ R+ (6.4)





The analogous constructions are realized for all x ∈ X0. As a result, we obtain values
w[x], x ∈ X0.
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We choose x0 ∈ X




We consider (6.5) as upper estimate for V and use i[x0] as the solution corresponding to greedy
algorithm.
Consider a variant of computation. We preserve parameters of Section 6: N = 48, |Mj | = 30,
|K| = 45 (concrete address pairs are indicated in Section 5), |X0| = 10. Under computation with
employment of greedy algorithm, the result value
min
x∈X0
w[x] = 1.884528 (6.6)
was obtained. The minimizing point x0 (see (6.5)) coincides with (103.12; 5.06). In this connection,
we recall that, for optimal solution (see Section 5), we have x0 = (100.00; 53.26), for best initial
state. In addition, for extremes realized by optimal and greedy algorithms, we obtain the following
ratio: global extremum achievable by the DP procedure improves the value (6.6) about 25%. Of
course, time of computing under employment of greedy algorithm about 173 seq. (recall that
analogous time for optimal algorithm is 15772 seq.). We note that our greedy algorithm can
be used for solving of problems having big detention. This algorithm was used in problem with
254 megalopolises and |K| = 45. In this case, the value (6.5) and point x0 were obtained during
1687 seq (most of this time was spent on calculating the cost function).
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the issues related to the solving a routing problem with precedence
constraints and complicated travel cost functions aimed at applications connected with conducting
a sequence of actions in a high-radiation area. However, similar problem statements are also present
in other applications. For example, in particular, a “more complex” general statement can be used
to solve a problem connected with CNC plate cutting machines; see, in particular, [22–28]. A
comparison with the latter is natural: both statements are very much oriented towards the practice
and conduct routing with “interior” tasks. Travel cost functions’ dependence on the set of pending
tasks can be connected with the need to account for various constraints of dynamic character
(see, [16]), specifically, a system of penalties. In this problem, the starting point is normally known
in advance — if we consider the engineering problems connected with nesting; however, thinking
in perspective, it may be worthwhile to consider statement (2.10) as a way of tackling the problem
of choosing the initial state of the tool. This may be of importance in view of the characteristic
constraints (rigidity of the whole plate and each item). In connection with TSP and TSP-like
problems, let us note [29] and [30] concerned with two versions of dynamic programming and [31],
which deals with the branch-and-bound method. In connection with construction of production-
oriented heuristics, note [32]. However, it appears that real-life problems connected with routing
have many specific issues and peculiarities, and must thus be treated with special methods (first
and foremost, special heuristics); in this paper, we have endeavored to construct some.
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